SLO-Assessment Schedules: Fall 2019-Summer 2021

The following links are for those for which a new schedule has been submitted by the department; the others are procedures, which will become when new schedules are recorded and uploaded.

- Assessment Schedule (PDF)
- Assessment Administration (HASSART)
- Assessment Economics (HASSART)
- Assessment Mathematics (HASSART)
- Assessment English (HASSART)
- Assessment Writing (HASSART)
- Assessment Science (HASSART)
- Assessment Technology (HASSART)
- Assessment General (GASSART)

Contact Us
Phone: (315) 757-4742
Email: sdausa@esimates.edu

Location
East Campus

Hours
- Monday: 9:00 - 5:00
- Tuesday: 8:00 - 5:00
- Wednesday: 8:00 - 5:00
- Thursday: 8:00 - 5:00